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Icebergs

An iceberg in the world of business is a threat. It is metaphorical  threat that your business may face, that 
requires foresight to predict. Think of a ship that is sailing from point A to point B, and the CEO or owner 
who runs the ship is down below deck, trying to help with mechanical issues on the ship. In some ways this is 
great, however, that also means that the person running the ship is not on deck, looking for potential icebergs 
that could sink the ship. In business terms, the person running the business does not see a particular threat 
coming, and thus allows the company to go out of business once the threat hits them. Icebergs are things 
that could be external, like changes in technology or changes in legislature, but they can also be internal, like 
staffing situations. Most people do not even realize that there was an iceberg until they have hit it and the 
ship is already sinking. The purpose of this exercise is to identify your business icebergs before you hit them. 

Below you’ll find some examples given and space to work on each exercises.

Iceberg Examples

 y Your business only has one supplier for their product

 y Your business has one client that brings in the majority of your revenue

 y There is one employee that your business relies on heavily

 y A change in the economy

 y Technological development from your competitor

 y A change in legislation

 y A competitor has a better business or marketing plan

 y The market gets flooded by similar products 

 y Relationships with your employees

 y Relations with your clients or suppliers

 y Computers or computer programs now being able to do the work of your company

 y Poor customer service team

 y A competitor starts offering the same product or service much cheaper or free.

 y A single employee that is so crucial that losing them - for whatever reason - would be very disruptive 
or even fatal to the business 
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Exercise 1

Brainstorm and think about all the potential icebergs that your business/industry could face. They can be both 
internal or external threats that can become potential icebergs to your company. 

(Examples of Icebergs, as stated in the video, would be Kurt’s supplier issue, accounting company vs. quickbooks, 
Rosetta Stone vs. Duolingo, and music streaming vs. buying albums. All of these icebergs can be avoided or 
optimized with proper foresight and action) 
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Exercise 2

Come up with the two or three biggest fears you have for your business, or icebergs that your business 
might face. Once you have done this, come up with a contingency plans to prevent or to react to worst case 
scenarios. 

1. Fear     

Contingency Plan    

 

2. Fear     

Contingency Plan    

 

3. Fear     

Contingency Plan    



Notes:


